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[1] We analyzed observation data collected by the Instrument for the Detection of Particles
(IDP) on board the DEMETER satellite during a period of 17 months in 2007 and
2008. In the meantime, the VLF transmitter located at North West Cape (NWC)
ground station was shut down during 7 months and working for a total of 10 months.
By an (on-off) method, our analysis for the first time revealed in detail the transient
properties of the space electron precipitation belt which is induced by the man-made VLF
wave emitted from NWC. We mapped the electron flux distribution and figured out the
space regions that the NWC belt covered. The NWC electron spectrograms have been
investigated in a wide range of the McIlwain parameter L (1.1–3.0). Furthermore, we
obtained the averaged energy spectra of the NWC electrons within the drift loss cone and
compared their characteristics during daytime and nighttime. Our results confirm the
previous studies of the enhancement of NWC electrons, the wisp structure, and the
day/night difference of the electron flux. In addition, more detailed information is
provided. We provide not only evidence of a momentary flux enhancement up to 3 orders
of magnitude but also a flux reduction at higher L shells with a maximum up to 60% of the
original value. For the first time, the energy spectra of NWC electrons covering the
entire IDP energy band are presented for both nighttime and daytime and are
quantitatively compared. At the end, our results are discussed, and their agreement with
the theory of wave-particle interactions is checked.

Citation: Li, X., et al. (2012), Study of the North West Cape electron belts observed by DEMETER satellite, J. Geophys. Res.,
117, A04201, doi:10.1029/2011JA017121.

1. Introduction

[2] More than 30 years ago, it was shown that the VLF
wave emitted by ground-based transmitters can cause pre-
cipitation of electrons from the radiation belt and that the
process obeys the theory of wave-particle interactions. Sub-
sequently, there have been numerous experimental observa-
tions and theoretical interpretations on this subject. Bullough
et al. [1976] studied the ELF/VLF radiation at the altitude of
the Ariel satellite and revealed the phenomenon of wave-
particle interaction in the geomagnetic conjugate region in
the opposite hemisphere (2 < L < 3). Kimura et al. [1983]
found strong correlations between the 0.3–6.9 keV electron
fluxes observed by the EXOS-B satellite and the 0.3–9 kHz
VLF wave emitted by a ground transmitter at SIPLE.

[3] In the Stimulated-Emission-of-Energetic-Particles
(SEEP) experiment conducted from May to September 1982
by turning the transmitter at the NAA ground station on and
off at the timescale of seconds, Imhof et al. [1983] studied
the instantaneous correlation between the VLF signal and
the electron fluxes observed by a low-orbiting satellite. Inan
et al. [1985] interpreted the observation of the SEEP
experiment using the theory of wave-particle interaction.
They proposed that the precipitation of particles was
restricted by pitch angle distribution of those particles close
to the loss cone.
[4] During the same period, Poulsen et al. [1993] studied

the VLF wave propagation in the D layer of the ionosphere
and proposed a multiple-mode three-dimensional model.
Abel and Thorne [1998] claimed that in the inner radiation
belt the electron flux reduction induced mainly by the VLF
wave scattering causes the electron precipitation into the loss
cone. Their theoretical calculations indicated that the energy
of wave-particle resonance decreases with higher L values.
Furthermore, Horne et al. [2005] studied the mechanism of
electron acceleration in the outer radiation belt. Their studies
indicate that these electrons could be accelerated to about
MeV energy range by a VLF wave of several kHz and that
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the electron fluxes in the observed region could increase to
3 orders of magnitude within 1–2 days.
[5] The DEMETER satellite (Detection of Electro-Mag-

netic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions)
launched in June 2004 is a low-altitude satellite with on
board detectors to measure local electric and magnetic fields,
energetic particle populations [Sauvaud et al., 2006;
Berthelier et al., 2006; Parrot et al., 2006], and additional
quantities that are not utilized in the current study. These
detectors provide us with the opportunity to further study the
interaction between the man-made VLF waves and the par-
ticles in the radiation belt.
[6] By turning on and off the transmitter based at the NPM

ground station, Inan et al. [2007] and Graf et al. [2009]
studied the correlation between the ground VLF wave and
the electron fluxes detected by the on board Instrument for
Detecting Particles (IDP). The experiments were performed
in 10 different timescales ranging from seconds to minutes,
and they found correlations in 0.1 and 0.2 Hz on-off

frequency [Inan et al., 2007]. However, subsequent experi-
ments using the 0.1 Hz frequency (i.e., on for 5 s and off for
5 s, alternately) indicated that the correlation rate is only
13.9% [Graf et al., 2009]. Quite recently Wang et al. [2011]
pointed out that this lower correlation rate may be due to the
fact that IDP can only measure electrons with large pitch
angles.
[7] Several authors studied the relation between the VLF

emission from the North West Cape (NWC) transmitter and
the electron flux observed by IDP, for the first time, in rel-
atively larger space regions and longer time intervals. They
show very strong ionosphere disturbance detected near the
NWC ground station [Parrot et al., 2007]. Moreover, due to
the VLF wave emitted by the NWC transmitter, plenty of
electrons, named “NWC electrons,” are scattered into the
drift loss cone, and they precipitate when they encounter the
South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). They covered a region with
L values between 1.4 and 1.7 during the local night period.
These studies also reported that the spectrum of NWC

Figure 1. (a) Location of the NWC station (black triangle) and trajectory of the upward half orbit 20520.
(b) Electron spectrogram versus UT/LT and L shell recorded along the orbit 20520.

Figure 2. Electron flux distribution with the energy in the range of 108–411 keV during the whole year
of 2008. Color scales indicate the average flux value within a pixel size of (1�, 1�). The simplified unit of
counting rate (counts/s) is obtained by multiplying the factor of 1.16 (cm2 sr) with the averaged flux value.
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electrons has a wisp structure [Sauvaud et al., 2008; Gamble
et al., 2008].
[8] There are also more relevant studies, for example,

the numerical simulation for precipitation characteristics
induced by five ground-based VLF transmitters [Kulkarni
et al., 2008], the restriction of VLF wave in (18–25 kHz)
in driving electron precipitation from the inner radiation belt,
as well as the effect of NAA station to electrons in the outer
radiation belt [Clilverd et al., 2008, 2010].
[9] Furthermore, recent studies have derived theoretical

models of the NWC VLF wave transmission in the iono-
sphere [Lehtinen and Inan, 2009] and the different effect of
ducted or nonducted VLF wave propagation [Rodger et al.,
2010]. A report revealed the increasing of the MF compo-
nent at the height of the DEMETER orbit over the VLF
transmitters [Parrot et al., 2009]. This is a higher-frequency
component of the whistlers produced by the global thun-
derstorm activity. Because the VLF transmitters induce
ionospheric perturbations, the MF emissions can leak
through the ionosphere with less attenuation at the VLF
transmitter locations.
[10] We analyzed the IDP data which have been recorded

during 2007 and 2008, when the NWC transmitter was
turned off from June 2007 to February 2008 and turned on
the rest of the time. The NWC transmitter has strong radia-
tion power and very narrow bandwidth of the VLF emission.
It provided us with the best opportunities for studying the
mechanism of wave-particle interactions. In particular,
because the NWC station was kept either on or off for a long
period, we have enough data to make a comprehensive study
about the effect of man-made electron precipitation with a
high statistical significant level.
[11] In this work, an independent treatment has been

made, for the first time, by using (on-off) method for the IDP
in situ measurement data during 7 months of NWC off and
10 months of NWC on. The spatial distributions of NWC
electrons have been figured out for different wisp regions.

Energy spectra of NWC electrons in drift loss cone have
been studied quantitatively. They have wisp structures and
form “NWC electron belt,” or “NWC belt” in brief. The
NWC belt is a kind of instantaneous electron belt, which
only appears during the NWC working period.

2. Statistical Analysis of the NWC Electron Flux

[12] The orbit of the DEMETER satellite is at the height of
670 km (after 2005). It is a quasi-Sun-synchronous orbit,
and the orbital inclination is 98�. The satellite is three-axis
stabilized. During local daytime the satellite flies downward
(from north to south) and the descending node is 10:30 at
noon; during local nighttime it flies upward (from south to
north) and the ascending node is 22:15 at midnight. The
orbital period is 102.86 min. The repeated period of an orbit
location is around half of a month.
[13] The NWC ground station is located in the northwest

corner of Australia at (21.82�S, 114.15�E). Its geomagnetic
coordinate is (�31.96�, 186.4�). The NWC transmitterFigure 3. Statistical distribution of electron flux on loga-

rithm scale, for local data (NL and SL) with an energy band
of 206 � 26.7 keV. The distribution in May has one more
component with higher flux comparing with the one in June.

Figure 4. Fit result for monthly averaged electron fluxes.
The mean and sigma of double/single Gaussian fit for each
month of 2007 and 2008 are presented for (a) upward part
and (b) downward part of the orbits. The circles represent
the background component, and the black squares represent
the signal component shown in Figure 3.
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works at 19.8 kHz with a very narrow bandwidth of 300 Hz
and a large emission power of 1 MW.
[14] IDP was placed on the flank of the DEMETER sat-

ellite with a field of view (FOV) of 32�, which was pointing
toward the west during the satellite upward flying at night
and toward the east during the satellite downward flying at
daytime. So most of the time, the electrons with big pitch
angle close to 90� can be detected by IDP. Figure 1a shows
the location of the NWC station and, as an example, the
trajectory of a satellite orbit in east side. Figure 1b presents
electron spectrogram detected by IDP all along this orbit. It
should be noted that in Figure 1b there are two spectra with
slanted wisp structure in the lower-energy bands around L �
1.9 in the south and L � 1.6 in the north, which correspond
to the precipitated electron belt induced by the NWC VLF
wave. These will be the focus of this study.
[15] We mapped the electron flux with the data covering

the entire year of 2008. The electron flux in the energy band
of 108–411 keV was averaged in each of the (1�, 1�) pixels
along the geographic latitude and longitude. The result is
shown in Figure 2. The white boxes delimit the main regions
of the VLF man-made electron belts corresponding to the
wisp structures shown in Figure 1b. The black lines mark
the value of the McIlwain parameter L at the height of the
DEMETER satellite. Figure 2a shows the range of the
NWC electrons drift loss cone detected during the upward
flying. Whereas during the downward flying, the NWC
electrons were detected to move toward east, extending all
the way to the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) region in
the Southern Hemisphere, as shown in Figure 2b.
[16] The white boxed regions in Figure 2a which corre-

spond to upward orbit data are named south local (SL) for

the electron belt near NWC and north local (NL) for the
conjugation position of NWC. Whereas the three white box
regions in Figure 2b, which correspond to downward data,
are named southeast (SE) region, northeast (NE) region and
SE-SAA region which is the part of the SE region extending
into the SAA region.
[17] Using upward orbit data, the same mapping has been

made for each individual month in 2007 and 2008. We have
found that the electron precipitation belts in NL and SL
regions vanished from June 2007 to January 2008, so the
statistical analysis has been made for each of 24 months and
each of two data groups: local (NL + SL) and eastward
(SE + NE), respectively.
[18] For the analysis we have selected a longitude range of

l in (110E�, 170E�) for local group, (170E�, 120W�) for
eastward group, a same L value range of (1.6, 1.8), and an
electron energy range of 206 � 26.7 keV. The average
counting rate are calculated in each of (DL,Dl) with an unit
size of (0.01, 1�) and accumulated to get the flux distribu-
tions within the selected regions.
[19] As an example, Figures 3a and 3b display the

results with the data in May and June 2007 respectively,
which can be fit by a double Gaussian distribution or a
single Gaussian distribution in logarithm scale of averaged
counting rate. Compared with the one in June, the distri-
bution in May has one more component with a very wide
range of higher counting rate with a maximum value
�104 counts/s, which can be more than 1000 times the
average background value.
[20] Figure 4 shows the statistics result for each of the

24 months in the 2 years. We can find that it has two com-
ponents: a background component (mean 1 � sigma 1) with

Figure 5. Averaged electron flux versus L in NL region, taking a longitude range of 105�–170� to get
averaged flux. (a) Flux for NWC on, (b) flux for NWC off, (c), flux of signal with (on-off), and (d) ratio
of signal to background.

Figure 6. Averaged electron flux versus geolongitude in NL region, taking a L range of (1.5–1.9) to get
averaged flux. (a) Flux for NWC on, (b) flux for NWC off, (c) flux of signal with (on-off), and (d) ratio of
signal to background.
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constant low counting rate and a high counting rate com-
ponent (mean 2 � sigma 2). This high counting rate com-
ponent is distributed in a wide range and shows more
variation. It vanished from June 2007 to January 2008 which
is consistent with the NWC off time, i.e., the time when
there was no signal from the NWC transmission as men-
tioned by Zhang et al. [2009]. So we can confirm that the
component with high counting rate is contributed by the
NWC transmission because its appearance and disappear-
ance are clearly synchronized with the NWC on and off.
[21] The opposite pointing of IDP aperture during the

upward and downward parts of the orbit may cause “east–
west” effect during in situ measurement of electron fluxes.
The difference is usually equal to around 16% in midlati-
tudes of Northern Hemisphere NL 0–28� [Li et al., 2010].
The effect for NWC belts at higher latitudes can be estimated
from Figures 4a and 4b. The differences of background
fluxes between the two regions could be two times or more.
A similar effect for the NWC electrons can also be seen in
Figure 4.
[22] Based on the on and off status shown in Figure 4, we

have selected “on data” and “off data,” respectively. On data
include the observations during 10 months from March to
May 2007 and March to September 2008, while the off data
include the observations during 7 months from July 2007 to
January 2008. Since the solar activity was relatively quiet
during 2007 and 2008, by subtracting the background “off
data” from the “on data” (on-off), we can smooth out short-
term random fluctuations. In addition, we can conduct
detailed studies on the basic dynamic characteristics of the
NWC electron belts using larger data sets to get better sta-
tistical significance. Since the electron flux varies every
month and the NWC electrons are moving all the time, the

results shown in sections 3 and 4 will reflect their average
statistical properties.

3. Spatial Distribution of NWC Electrons

[23] We have selected the IDP data with electron energy in
the 91–678 keV range, a L value between 1.4 and 3, and
enough geolongitude range for the delimitation. The spatial
distribution of NWC electrons have been quantitatively
investigated with the (on-off) method. As an example, the
results for the NL region are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The
average counting rate of electrons were calculated for the
whole given geolongitude range in each value of L �
L + DL. The results for on data (Figure 5a), off data
(Figure 5b), signal (Figure 5a minus Figure 5b), and the ratio
of signal to background R (L) were presented in Figure 5.
Then the average counting rate of electrons were calculated
for the whole 1.5–1.9 of L range in each of the geolongitude
interval l � l + Dl. The results for different conditions
including the ratio of signal to background (S/B) of R (l) are
presented in Figure 6.
[24] Using the same treatment, the analysis for the other

three regions (SL, NE, SE) were carried out. The results of
R (L) and R (l) for these regions are presented in
Figures 7 and 8.
[25] It is clearly shown that the distributions of NWC

electrons have very complicated profiles along the longitude
and the magnetic shell. In the SE region, the effect of the
NWC VLF wave expands up to �60�W of longitude, which
is deeply into the SAA region due to the eastward drift of the
NWC electrons. In the NE region the electrons drift stop at
�80�W because they fall into SAA. With the high back-
ground electron flux in SAA, the NWC electrons still have a

Figure 7. Ratio of signal to background R(L) versus L value in the regions (a) SL, (b) NE, and (c) SE.

Figure 8. Ratio of signal to background R(l) versus geolongitude in the regions (a) SL, (b) NE, and
(c) SE.
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S/B ratio of more than 1–2. In addition, the expansion effect
of the radiation belt along magnetic shells up to L� 3 cannot
be ignored. These sufficiently indicate that the VLF emis-
sion of the NWC transmitter powerfully influence the flux of
the space electrons from the radiation belt.
[26] We define the ranges of the drift loss cone for NWC

electrons belts according to R (L) and R (l) distributions.
Their characteristics are listed in Table 1.
[27] It is worth noting that the electron belts, related to

NWC local region (SL and NL), correspond to the data
measured during NWC local nighttime (on upward orbits).
Oppositely, the belts, related to eastward region (SE and
NE), correspond to the data measured during the local day-
time (on downward orbits), which are only partially
connected with the NWC nighttime. There is an overlapping
longitude area in 150�E–180�E between the two regions. It
may cause the different S/B ratio shown in Figures 8a and 8c
because of the different data set and the different measure-
ment period.

4. Energy Spectrum of NWC Electrons

[28] We have investigated the energy spectrum of the
NWC electrons and its variation in various situations. The
spectra were accumulated by on, off, and (on-off). The
parameters taken for the investigation are basically selected
according to Table 1.

4.1. Variation of Energy Spectrum Along
With L Shell Value

[29] According to the results shown in section 3, we noted
that at a certain altitude, the flux of NWC electrons varied
with the L values of the satellite. The same effect exists for
the energy spectrum. As an example, we present the result
for NL region in Figure 9. The differential energy spectrum
in three narrow ranges of L shell are presented for on, off,
and (on-off) status, respectively. We first revealed that (1)
within the NWC belt in the L range of 1.6–1.65, the flux of
the NWC electrons has a peak centered at 220 keV with a S/B
of 35; (2) for higher L region of 1.9–1.95, the electron
enhancement is reduced and dominates in the range 300 keV
to 1 MeV (it reaches a maximum value of S/B equal to �1.3
near 600 keV); and (3) for region in inner radiation belt of the
L range 2.05–2.1, a slot region is formed by the NWC elec-
tron flux reduction below 700 keV, with a S/B value reaching
�60% near the peak of 300 keV. In all three cases, no NWC
particle exists with energy above 1 MeV except the statistical
fluctuation.
[30] In order to accurately investigate the evolvement of

the NWC electron energy spectra along with L shell values,
we have performed further study of spectrogram for the L
shell with values from 1.3 to 3 in step size of 0.05 for the four
NWC electron belts which have the longitude ranges shown
in Table 1. The obtained results for both of enhanced and/or
reduced electron fluxes from (on-off) value are displayed in
Figure 10. Figure 10e concerns the “SE-SAA” region.
[31] From Figure 10, we can find the following char-

acteristics of the NWC electron energy spectra:
[32] 1. In all five regions with electron precipitation, the

spectra show obvious wisp structures in relative lower L
shell range. The main part of the wisp structures correspond
to NWC electron belts which have been defined in Table 1.
[33] 2. In local regions, there are obvious slot effects

caused by electron loss in the energy range of 100–200 keV.

Table 1. The Main Area of the NWC Electron Belts (Wisp Range)

NL SL NE SE

L 1.5–1.9 1.6–2.1 1.6–2.2 1.6–2.1
L@R(L)max 1.72 1.82 1.9 1.75
l (deg) 105�E–170�E 110�E–180�E 155�E–80�W 150�E–60�W
(l)max (deg) 120�E 115�E 125�E 170�E

Figure 9. For NL region, energy spectra in the three cases of on, off, and on-off in the L ranges of (a)
1.6–1.65, (b) 1.9–1.95, and (c) 2.05–2.1. (d–f) The respective ratio of signal to background calculated
by R = (on-off)/off in Figures 9a–9c.
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The electron loss is most obvious in the north region (NL)
corresponding to L shell values equal to 1.95–2.5. The
spectrum shows irregular structure in the south region (SL)
with L > �2.2.
[34] 3. In eastward regions, there is no obvious slot effect

of NWC electrons. The enhancement in NE and SE regions
with energy <300 keV extend to L � 2.5 and even to L �
2.9. The fluxes of lost electrons are rather lower; the dis-
tributions are mainly in the 300–400 keV range and slightly
different for SE and NE.
[35] 4. SE-SAA is a special region which belongs to

SAA and connects with SE at 100�W and collects a huge
number of NWC electrons. It still keeps the wisp struc-
ture, but no belt feature is observed here due to the large
background.
[36] Related to the physical mechanism, the common

understanding is that the wisp structures should be most
likely caused by local interactions between original
19.8 kHz of VLF wave and space electrons, which
induce the electrons pitch angle scattering into the loss
cone. The original VLF wave comes from the NWC
transmitter by direct ducted propagation and causes wave-
particle resonant interaction close to the geomagnetic
equatorial plane. The fact that more electrons covered a
wider L shell range in the eastward direction is due to
the drift of precipitation electrons along with the longi-
tude and the magnetic shell.

Figure 10. Spectrogram of the NWC electrons along with L values in five different regions. Figure 10e is
for the SE-SAA region, which is an extension of the SE range with longitude of (100�W–60�W). Blue cor-
responds to a flux of (on-off) < 0. Here we set zero for |flux| ≤ 10�2 el cm�2 s�1 sr�1 keV�1. Data with
only statistical fluctuation have been ignored.

Figure 11. Differential energy spectra of the NWC elec-
trons in the drift loss cone (a) for NWC nighttime and (b)
for NWC daytime.
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4.2. Differential Energy Spectrum of NWC Electrons
and “Day-Night” Effect

[37] With the (on-off) method, we have obtained the total
differential energy spectra of the NWC electrons, which are
accumulated in each of the four regions defined in Table 1.
Figure 11a presents the spectra related to NWC nighttime
using upward data for SL and NL regions, and downward data
for SE and NE regions. Figure 11b is the spectra related to
NWC daytime using downward data for SL and NL regions,
and upward data for SE and NE regions. For each spectrum,
the average energy, the integrated energy density and the
integrated flux density, as well as the differences of these
physical parameters between NWC daytime and nighttime
have been derived and listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
[38] The following brief comments are about these results.
[39] 1. During NWC nighttime, spectrum features are dif-

ferent between local and eastward regions. The spectra in SL
and NL regions have almost the same feature, with the
same peak below �200 keV and the same cutoff energy at
�500 keV. There is an enhancement of the electron flux in the
eastward region and the cutoff energy increase to 800 keV. This
phenomenon indicates the existence of a continuous process of
the electron drift and a possible acceleration during this drift.
[40] 2. During NWC daytime, we still can see the NWC

electrons, but the fluxes of electrons are rather weak, and the
spectrum features are quite different with each other. The
cutoff energies of the NL and SL regions increase to 600 and
700 keV, respectively. The flux in the SL region is strongest
whereas it is weakest in the NE region. The spectra in the
eastward region show more absorption of electrons during the
drift, so that only electrons with E > 250 keV in the NE region
can be observed. As we know that the average energy of res-
onant particles is �180 keV within NE region during night-
time, so it at least implicates that the original VLF wave at
19.8 kHz almost cannot reach the NE region due to ionosphere
daytime absorption.

5. Verification of Wave-Particle Theory
From the Pitch Angle Distribution

[41] IDP has no ability to identify the pitch angle of inci-
dent particles. So, the direction between the axis of IDP

aperture and the local magnetic field is taken as the pitch
angle and recorded into the database. For each of the four
NWC electron belts, we make the pitch angle distribution of
incident electrons according to the data set, and as example,
the histograms for NWC night in the NL and SL regions are
presented in Figure 12. The actual distribution can be
recovered by a fit of Gaussian function with a setting of 16�
as 3s of the FOV (see curves in Figure 12).
[42] The analysis shows that the distributions are quite

different in different belt regions, as well as between NWC
day and NWC night. But in all of the results, measurable
electron pitch angles are distributed mostly within 60�–110�.
At a latitude of 37�, it is mostly within 70�–90� which cor-
respond to 23.5�–25� at the equator.
[43] The quasi-linear theory provides a quite complete

description of fully ionized plasmas, and it offers a solid
foundation for wave-particle interactions. This theory assumes
that the wave amplitude is small enough so that the variation of
particle distribution function with time is slow compared with
the period of wave. Furthermore, if physical quantity (such as
pitch angle) changes by only a small increment during each
elemental interaction and wave phases have no correlation
with each other, the behavior of particles can be treated as
diffusion. After expanding a collisionless Vlasov equation for
the particle distribution function to the second order in per-
turbation, the diffusion equation is obtained. In the inner
radiation belt, for particles with velocities much larger than
typical phase velocities of waves, the energy diffusion is
negligible, and pitch angle diffusion plays a dominant role.
[44] In the inner radiation belt, based on resonant interac-

tion after ignoring the energy diffusion, the quasi-linear
diffusion equation (Fokker-Planck equation) can be written
as [Melrose, 1980]
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¼ 1
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where f(a,E, L) is the density function in the phase space, which
depends on the local pitch angle a, the kinetic energy E, and the
McIlwain parameter L. Daa is the local pitch angle diffusion
coefficient, which contains all information about wave-particle
interactions. As for the NWC electrons with a given value of
L shell and a kinetic energy E, the value of the local diffusion
coefficient Daa relies on the pitch angle distribution.
[45] Local diffusion coefficient of resonant interaction

between electrons and VLF waves can be written as
[Summers, 2005]

Daa ¼ p
2

We

r
1

E þ 1ð Þ2
X
i

Db2

B2

1� xicosa
yib

� �2
dxi
dyi

��� ���
dx bcosa� dxi

dyi

��� ���
� exp � xi � xm

dx

� �2
" #

ð2Þ

Table 2. Characteristics of Energy Spectrum of NWC Electron
Belts During NWC Nighttimea

Area
Average Energy

(keV)
Integrate Influence

(10�4 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1)
Integrated Flux

(el cm�2 s�1 sr�1)

SL 169.8 (12.8) 2.68 (0.10) 986.8 (36.8)
NL 167.0 (11.1) 3.59 (0.12) 1344.1 (43.7)
SE 185.2 (8.5) 7.54 (0.17) 2543.5 (58.0)
NE 176.1 (7.4) 7.60 (0.16) 2696.2 (54.4)

aThe values in parentheses are errors.

Table 3. Characteristics of Energy Spectrum of NWC Electron Belts During NWC Daytimea

Area
Average Energy

(keV)
Integrate Influence

(10�4 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1)
Integrated Flux

(el cm�2 s�1 sr�1)
Flux Ratio
(Night/Day)

SL 161.0 (31.7) 0.601 (0.065) 233.7 (20.8) 4.2
NL 157.7 (39.7) 0.096 (0.012) 38.0 (4.8) 35.4
SE 203.8 (109.5) 0.063 (0.016) 19.4 (5.4) 130.9
NE 378.6 0.071 (0.032) 11.7 (5.9) 231.1

aThe values in parentheses are errors.
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where b = v/c, B is the Earth’s magnetic field and We is
electron gyrofrequency; xm and dx are reduced parameters
defined as xm = wm/We, dx = dw/We; xi and yi are reduced
variables with xi = wi/We, and yi = cki/We, respectively.
Assuming that the wave-particle interaction mechanism
occurs only within the equatorial plane and is valid for
purely field-aligned wave propagation, we obtain the equa-
torial pitch angle diffusion coefficient.
[46] According to the DEMETER observations, to calcu-

late equatorial pitch angle diffusion coefficient, parameters
are chosen as follows: wm = 19.8 kHz as the frequency of the
maximum wave power, dw = 150 Hz and the wave ampli-
tudeDb = 10 pT. The equatorial magnetic field is given by a
dipole model B = 3.11 � 105/L3 T and the equatorial plasma
density N0 is equal to 880 � (2/L)4 cm�3 according to
Angerami and Thomas [1964] and Inan et al. [1984].
[47] From Figure 13, we see that electron pitch angles are

just within or nearby the FOV range of IDP. As a result, the
electrons which participate to the interaction with the VLF
wave transmitted by NWC are observed by DEMETER
during this process. Thus, the observed “NWC man-made
radiation belt” can be explained by pitch angle diffusion
based on a resonant interaction.

6. Summary and Discussion

[48] Based on DEMETER IDP observations at the altitude
of 670 km, the characteristics of the electron precipitation,
induced by VLF wave emission from the NWC station, have
been quantitatively studied in detail. With the long-term
observation data related to NWC on and off, the background
can be eliminated by an (on-off) method with high reliable
statistics. For the first time, the space distributions, the
spectrogram via L shells, and the differential energy spectra
of the NWC electrons have been obtained.
[49] The results based on NWC night data indicate that at

670 km height, the NWC VLF wave induced significant
enhancement of electrons flux within drift loss cone. It forms
two temporary electron belts: one in the south starts from the
west of NWC station (110�E) and extends to the SAA

(60�W); the other is in the north at its conjugate position,
starts from �105�E and ends at �80�W. Each belt is related
to two sets of in situ measurement data, which present two
kinds of properties. So, in total four belt regions, SL and NL
for local region and SE and NE for eastward region, have
been separately studied.
[50] The SL and NL belts are mainly associated with a

direct interaction between the electrons and the VLF wave
emitted by the NWC transmitter. They are only formed
during the NWC nighttime. Two belts covered a longitude
range of 60�–70�, which have a dimension similar to the
region where the ducted NWC VLF wave is observed. The
spectrum and the distribution along with L shell are similar
to each other. The eastward SE and NE belts are mainly
formed by drift electrons, which covered a wide longitude
range with about 135� for NE, and 150� for SE, and can be

Figure 12. Pitch angle (PA) distributions of the NWC electrons in the (a) NL and (b) SL regions during
NWC nighttime.

Figure 13. Local pitch angle diffusion coefficient as a func-
tion of the equatorial pitch angle for given L and E values.
The area between the two vertical lines corresponds to elec-
trons with pitch angle ranging from 23.5� to 25� at the equa-
tor which is 70�–90� at L = 1.8 observed by DEMETER. The
electron’s kinetic energy is E = 220 keV.
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observed only by the set of downward data. The spectra
show increases both in electron energy and flux along with L
shell.
[51] Similar spectrum analyses have also been made for

NWC daytime by using the other half orbit of data.
Although the electrons flux is rather weak and the belt
structure in drift loss cone vanished due to the ionosphere
variation, but one still can see the spectrum, and compare
the daytime-nighttime effects quantitatively.
[52] The electron precipitation, where flux enhancement

arising within loss cone, can be explained by pitch angle
scattering of the electrons, which is caused by wave-particle
resonance interactions. This phenomenon is a kind of
dynamic balanced process of the electron flux variations. It
depends on which process is dominant for the electron flux
either being enhanced locally from pitch angle diffusion or
precipitation into the atmosphere.
[53] It is worth paying attention to the fact that at the

altitude of DEMETER satellite, the man-made VLF wave
can produce plenty of electron flux enhancement and that
enhancement dominates compared with the precipitation,
i.e., the electron loss.
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